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Garden Spotlight

Plant a pizza garden at school.  Keep in mind that the majority of the 

crops in a pizza garden will mature during the summer when most 

students are not in school.  It is not recommended to plant this type of 

garden unless someone will be maintaining it during the summer.

Have summer garden helpers and want another fun summer garden?  

Try a salsa garden.  Plant all of the items that you’d find in salsa.  You 

need to include tomatoes, tomatillos, peppers (sweet and hot), onions, 

garlic, parsley and cilantro.
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Standards of Learning
English: 3.1, 4.1, 5.1

Objectives
Students will:
•	 Investigate	and	understand	that	

water flows and has properties 
that can be observed and tested.

Materials
•	 2	–	3	pool	noodles	(long,	skinny,	

foam pool toys)

•	 Several	small	marbles

•	 Scissors,	box	cutter	or	electric	
knife

•	 2	small	buckets
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Irrigation Challenge 
Students practice team-building and problem solving while 
learning the importance of water.
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Garden Spotlight

Add a water feature to your garden.  This can be a simple water-tight 

container with a bubbler or a small pool with a waterfall.  Grow plants 

that thrive in or near water.  Water gardens can be high maintenance, 

especially if you have pumps or filters that need to be checked on a 

regular basis.  Depending on the age of the students, safety may also 

be a concern around the water.  Water gardens, like other gardens, at-

tract wildlife, so be prepared to greet garden friends!
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Background Knowledge
Familiarize students with plants/crops that are grown in Virginia for food, fibers 
and fuel as well as for beautification.

•	 Coastal Plain:  peanuts, potatoes, green beans, soybeans, corn, wheat,  
 cotton, nursery products, hay, watermelon, Azalea, ornamental grasses

•	 Piedmont:  tomatoes, soybeans, corn, squash, peaches, pumpkins, apples,  
 tobacco, grapes, hay, Dogwood

•	 Blue Ridge:  pumpkins, corn, Christmas trees, tomatoes

•	 Valley and Ridge: apples, hay, Sugar Maple trees

•	 Appalachian Plateau: hay (alfalfa, clover, fescue), tobacco

•	 All	regions	may	include	plants	native	to	their	region.

Procedure
1. Divide the class into five groups, one for each region of Virginia.

2. Give each group a list of plants for a region.  Using the AITC Commodities Map, 
students will decide the region in which their crops are grown.

3. Have students research the list of plants for their group’s region.

4. Have each group give a report about the plants in their region by doing a  
PowerPoint presentation, a bulletin board, a poster, etc.

5. With parent volunteers, Master Gardeners or other adult assistance, students 
may plant a garden with some of the plants/crops from their region.

6. The garden may take on a variety of looks depending on the school grounds.  
You may want to create a large outline of Virginia and plant within the regions.  
You may build five raised beds (one for each region) to plant one or more of the 
crops and label the beds with the region and show the region on a map.  You 
may use five large containers to represent the regions and plant one crop from 
each region in the container.  The possibilities are endless!  Be creative!

Standards of Learning
Science 4.9
History and Social Studies VS.2, 
VS.10

Objectives
Students will:
•	 Name	plants	and	crops	that	grow	

in the five regions of Virginia.

Materials
•	 AITC	commodities	map	
 (appendix)

•	 Internet	access

Virginia Regions Garden 
Help students explore the bounty of the state’s regions.
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Garden Spotlight

Continue your study of the state with a Virginia Garden.  Grow plants in your garden 
that can be found growing across Virginia from the Eastern Shore to the mountains.  
These plants can be natives, flowers, shrubs, trees, vegetables or field crops.
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Or,	step	back	in	time	with	a	Colonial Herb Garden or Three Sisters Garden
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Colonial Herb Garden
This is a perfect place to discuss Jamestown, 
Williamsburg and early colonists in Virginia.  
Herbs were used to make medicines and 
perfumes as well as flavor foods.  Include 
herbs such as parsley, sage, thyme, rosemary, 
lavender, mint, bee balm, chamomile, worm-
wood, feverfew and yarrow.

Three Sisters (Native American) Garden
This is a great summer garden, because it 
includes beans, corn and squash.  Plant several 
varieties of each vegetable for more interest.  As 
your students study Native Americans, this is a 
perfect connection with plants.



Background Knowledge
Perimeter is the outside measurement of a given space.  In gardening, it’s impor-
tant to know the perimeter of your garden, so you will know how much fence to 
purchase.  Area is the space within a given perimeter.  You should know the area of 
your garden, so you will know how much seed, fertilizer and mulch to purchase for 
the given space.

Procedure
A.
1. Have students pick a leaf from a tree or garden plant (nothing too small or too 

large)...about the size of their hand.
2. Students should trace an outline of their leaf on a piece of paper.  A couple of 

small pieces of tape may be needed to hold the leaf in place for tracing.
3. Remove the leaf to reveal the outline.
4. Give each student a piece of yarn about one yard in length.
5. Ask them to use the yarn to outline the perimeter of the leaf.
6. Cut the yarn at the point where it overlaps the starting point.
7. Remove yarn from the paper and lay it on a ruler, yardstick or tape measure to 

determine the perimeter of the leaf in inches.
8.	 Write	the	answer	on	the	paper	with	the	leaf	outline.	Example:		perimeter	=	14”

B.
1. Give students a one inch square of paper (different color) and have them glue it 

to the paper with the leaf outline.
2. Give students a small cup with dried beans.  
3. Ask them to fill the square inch with the dried beans, laying them side by side.
4. Count the number of beans in the square inch and write that number on the 

paper beside the square inch.  Example:  18 beans/square inch
5. Estimate the number of beans needed to fill their leaf outline and write their 

estimate on their paper.
6. Fill the leaf outline with dried beans, laying them side by side.
7. Count the number of beans in the leaf outline.  Write the total beside the leaf.
8. Divide the number of beans in the leaf outline by the number of beans in the 

square inch to give the total number of square inches in the leaf.

Take it Further
Have students measure perimeter and area for other items and spaces within 
the garden.  Items that can be measured are table tops, stepping stones, defined 
spaces of a sidewalk, a raised bed, etc.  Small spaces can be measured in inches and 
square inches, while larger spaces can be measured in feet and square feet.

Standards of Learning
Math: 3.9, 5.8

Objectives
Students will:
•	 Calculate	area	and	perimeter	for	

a given space, using a leaf as a 
guideline.

Materials
•	 8	½”	x	11”	paper	(white	or	pastel)

•	 Pencils

•	 Tape

•	 Yarn

•	 Dried	beans,	peas	or	corn

•	 Small	cups

27

Leaf Area and Perimeter 
Practice measurement with objects found in nature.
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Garden Circles
Find geometry in nature.

Standards of Learning
Math: 5.9

Objectives
Students will:
•	 Explore	the	schoolyard	and	gar-

den to identify circles.
•	 Measure	the	diameter,	radius,	

chord and circumference of 
circles.

•	 Record	their	measurements.

Materials
•	 Rulers,	yardsticks,	tape	measures

•	 Yarn	or	twine

•	 Pencils

•	 Paper

Background Knowledge
•	 Circumference – the perimeter or the external boundary of a figure (circle) 

or object 

•	 Diameter – the length of a straight line through the center of an object 

•	 Radius – a line segment extending from the center of a circle or sphere to 
the circumference or bounding surface

•	 Chord – a straight line segment joining and included between two points 
on a circle; broadly : a straight line joining two points on a curve 

Procedure
1. After reviewing the terms above, take students to the schoolyard or school 

garden and ask them to look for circles.  You may want to embellish the 
garden	by	adding	flower	pots	in	a	variety	of	sizes.		Other	things	to	look	for	
are round stepping stones, bird baths, tree trunks, etc.

2. Students may work in pairs or small groups to measure and record the cir-
cumference, diameter, radius and chord of the circles they find. Encourage 
students to find at least five circles to measure.

Tip:  If enough tape measures are not available for each group, use a length of 
yarn or twine to wrap around the circles and then measure the yarn with a 
ruler or yardstick.

•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  • 28
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Garden Spotlight
Want to add more interest to your garden? Try these ideas!

Contents – In addition to plants, these are possibilities but not absolute necessities 
for the garden.
•	 Storage	for	tools	and	other	items	needed	in	the	garden
•	 Tables	with	benches	or	chairs
•	 Additional	seating,	such	as	benches	or	stumps
•	 Containers	
•	 Compost	bins/compost	pile
•	 Bird	feeders
•	 Bird	bath
•	 Bird	houses
•	 Statuary
•	 Garden	art	created	by	students
•	 Signs	–	formal	or	informal
•	 Thermometer	–	weather-proof	and	large	enough	for	a	class	to	see
•	 Rain	gauge
•	 Sundial	

Paths/Walkways – make garden paths wide enough for two people to walk 
comfortably beside each other
•	 Mulch
•	 Gravel
•	 Combination	of	pavers	and	crusher	run	(small	gravel)	or	sand
•	 Bricks
•	 Concrete	–	if	you	do	this,	imbed	some	native	plant	leaf	prints	for	interest.
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Garden Scrapbook Calendar
Track your garden with this fun keepsake.

Standards of Learning
Science K.1, K.9, K.10, 1.1, 1.7, 2.1, 
2.4, 2.7, 3.1, 3.8, 4.1

Objectives
Students will:
•	 Create	and	contribute	to	a	cal-

endar that charts the growth of 
their school garden  

•	 Collect	data	about	the	garden	
along with photos and student 
illustrations.  

Materials
•	 Pictures	of	your	garden	and/or	

other applicable keepsakes (seed 
packets, for example)

•	 Student	writing	and/or	science	
journals (if used)

•	 Scissors

•	 Adhesive

•	 Stickers,	journaling	markers,	
decorative papers and other 
scrapbook supplies, as needed 

Background Knowledge
An excellent way to record the growth and progress of your garden is to create 
a scrapbook calendar with your students.  Use this as a creative and artistic form 
of science journaling that not only charts the daily and seasonal changes in your 
garden, but also produces a lasting and memorable keepsake to share with fu-
ture classes.  A scrapbook calendar is used as opposed to a scrapbook album in 
order to help the students make the connection between the calendar and the 
seasonal changes taking place in their garden.  Do not deter from this activity 
if you don’t have a school garden!  Charting and cataloguing the growth of an 
indoor	classroom	“garden”	works	well	also.

Procedure
1. Before planting the first seed in your school garden, take pictures and have 

students record their observations of and make predictions about their bare 
garden.  Discuss the plans that you have for your school garden, elaborate 
or simple.  Sketch out these plans, either as a group or an individual assign-
ment.		Keep	these	“scraps”	for	your	calendar.

2. As you and your students work in the garden, record the progress in various 
ways – journal entries and illustrations, charts and graphs, and of course, 
pictures.  Keep all images and records (you may choose to scan them) and 
be sure to label with dates.

3. A school garden can be a wonderful sensory experience for young children!  
As they explore their garden, encourage them to use all of their senses as 
they observe and record data.  While tasting is not usually encouraged in 
science class, one exception can be eating fresh vegetable picked from your 
garden in the fall.

4.	 Once	your	school	garden	is	well	underway,	don’t	forget	to	focus	on	the	
critters that call your school garden home.  At least one garden observation 
and journal entry should be devoted to life forms other than plants that 
inhabit your garden.  Pictures of garden critters make for great scrapbook 
pages!  

5. At the end of the year divide students into 12 groups or pairs.  Assign each a 
month and provide them with the pictures and records that were taken that 
month.  Have them create a scrapbook page to represent that month.

6. Collect all pages and assemble as a calendar. 

Take it Further
Have students describe the changes undergone by their garden    
throughout  the year.
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Depending on the size of your garden, choose several stories to 
interpret or choose one and name the garden accordingly.  
Some good examples are Peter Rabbit, Jack and the Beanstalk, Tops 
and Bottoms, The Tiny Caterpillar and Growing Vegetable Soup.

You can also integrate literature into the garden with these great garden-themed 
children’s books:

City Green by Dyanne DiSalvo-Ryan

The Curious Garden by Peter Brown

First Peas to the Table by Susan Grigsby

From the Garden by Michael Dahl

Garden of Happiness by Erika Tamar

Growing Vegetable Soup by Lois Ehlert

I Heard it From Alice Zucchini: Poems about the Garden by Juanita Havill

One	Watermelon	Seed by Celia Barker Lottridge and Karen Patkau

Pick, Pull, Snap by Lola M. Schaefer

A Seed in Need: A First Look at the Plant Life Cycle by Sam Godwin

Surprising Beans by Molly Blaisdell

The Ugly Vegetables by Grace Lin

Up, Down, and Around by Katherine Ayres

For a complete list of agriculturally and garden themed 
children’s books, visit Agriculture in the Classroom online 
at www.agintheclass.org. 
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As of 2013 the following Virginia Standards of Learning are addressed within this book:

Mathematics

Kindergarten
K.5: The student will identify the parts of a set and/or region that represent fractions for halves and fourths.

First Grade
1.3: The student will identify the parts of a set and/or region that represent fractions for halves, thirds, and 

fourths and write the fractions.

Second Grade
2.3: The student will
 a). identify the parts of a set and/or region that represent fractions for halves, thirds, fourths, sixths, eighths, 

and tenths;
 b).write the fractions; and
 c). compare the unit fractions for halves, thirds, fourths, sixths, eighths, and tenths.
2.15: The student will
 a). draw a line a symmetry in a figure; and
 b). identify and create figures with at least one line of symmetry.

Third Grade
3.9: The student will use U.S. Customary and metric units to measure
 a). length to the nearest ½ inch, foot, yard, centimeter, and meter,
 b). liquid volume in cups, pints, quarts, gallons, and liters;
 c). weight/mass in ounces, pounds, grams, and kilograms; and
 d). area and perimeter.
3.10: The student will
 a). measure the distance around a polygon in order to determine perimeter; and
b). count the number of square units needed to cover a given surface in order to determine area.

Fifth Grade
5.8: The student will
 a). find perimeter, area, and volume in standard units of measure;
 b). differentiate among perimeter, area, and volume and identify whether the application of the concept of 

perimeter, area, or volume is appropriate for a given situation;
 c). identify equivalent measurements within the metric system;
 d). estimate and then measure to solve problems, using U.S. Customary and metric units; and 
 e). choose an appropriate unit of measure for a given situation involving measurement using U.S. Customary 

and metric units.
5.9: The student will identify and describe the diameter, radius, chord, and circumference of a circle.

Standards of Learning
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Science

Kindergarten
K.1: The student will demonstrate an understanding of scientific reasoning, logic, and the nature of science by 

planning and conducting investigations in which
 a). basic characteristics or properties of objects are identified by direct observation;
 b). observations are made from multiple positions to achieve different perspective;
 c). a set of objects is sequenced according to size;
 d). a set of objects is separated into two groups based on a single physical characteristic;
 e). nonstandard units are used to measure the length, mass, and volume of common objects;
 f ). observations and predictions are made for an unseen member in a sequence of objects;
 g). a question is developed and predictions are made from one or more observations;
 h). observations are recorded;
 i). picture graphs are constructed;
 j). unusual or unexpected results in an activity are recognized; and
 k). objects are described both pictorially and verbally
K.4: The student will investigate and understand that the position, motion, and physical properties of an object 

can be described.
K.7: The student will investigate and understand basic needs and life processes of plants and animals.
K.9: The student will investigate and understand that there are simple repeating patterns in her/her daily life.
K.10: The student will investigate and understand that change occurs over time and rates may be fast or slow.

First Grade
1.1: The student will demonstrate an understanding of scientific reasoning, logic, and the nature of science by 

planning and conducting investigations in which
 a). the senses are used to observe differences in physical properties;
 b). observations are made from multiple positions to achieve a variety of perspectives and are repeated to 

ensure accuracy;
 c). objects or events are classified and arranged according to characteristics or properties;
 d). simple tools are used to enhance observations;
 e). length, mass, volume, and temperature are measured using nonstandard units;
 f ). inferences are made and conclusions are drawn about familiar objects and events;
 g). a question is developed from one or more observations;
 h). predictions are made based on patterns of observations;
 i). observations and data are recorded, analyzed, and communicated orally and with simple graphs, pictures, 

written statements, and numbers; and
 j). simple investigations and experiments are conducted to answer questions.
1.4: The student will investigate and understand that plants have basic life needs and functional parts and can be 

classified according to certain characteristics.
1.7: The student will investigate and understand weather and seasonal changes.

Second Grade
2.1: The student will demonstrate an understanding of scientific reasoning, logic, and the nature of science by 

planning and conducting investigations in which
 a). observations and predictions are made and questions are formed;
 b). observations are differentiated from personal interpretation;
 c). observations are repeated to ensure accuracy;
 d). two or more characteristics or properties are used to classify objects;
 e). length, volume, mass, and temperature are measured in metric unites and standard English units using 

the proper tools;
 f ). time is measured using the proper tools;
 g). conditions that influence a change are identified and inferences are made;

Standards of Learning
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 h). data are collected and recorded, and bar graphs are constructed using numbered axes;
 i). data are analyzed, and unexpected or unusual quantitative data are recognized;
 j). conclusions are drawn;
 k). observations and data are communicated;
 l). simple physical models are designed and constructed to clarify explanations and show relationships; and
 m). current applications are used to reinforce science concepts.
2.4: The student will investigate and understand that plants and animals undergo a series of orderly changes as 

they mature and grow.
2.7: The student will investigate and understand that weather and seasonal changes affect plants, animals, and 

their surroundings.  

Third Grade
3.1: The student will demonstrate an understanding of scientific reasoning, logic, and the nature of science by plan-

ning and conducting investigations in which
 a). observations are made and are repeated to ensure accuracy;
 b). predictions are formulated using a variety of sources of information;
 c). objects with similar characteristics or properties are classified into at least two sets and two subsets;
 d). natural events are sequenced chronologically;
 e). length, volume, mass, and temperature are estimated and measured in metric and standard English unites 

using proper tools and techniques;
 f ). time is measured to the nearest minute using proper tools and techniques;
 g). questions are developed to formulate hypotheses;
 h). data are gathered, charted, graphed, and analyzed;
 i). unexpected or unusual quantitative data are recognized;
 j). inferences are made and conclusions are drawn;
 k). data are communicated;
 l). models are designed and built; and 
 m). current applications are used to reinforce science concepts.
3.8: The student will investigate and understand basic patterns and cycles occurring in nature.

Fourth Grade
4.1: The student will demonstrate an understanding of scientific reasoning, logic, and the nature of science by plan-

ning and conducting investigations in which
 a). distinctions are made among observations, conclusions, inferences, and predictions;
 b). objects or events are classified and arranged according to characteristics or properties;
 c). appropriate instruments are selected and used to measure length, mass, volume, and temperature in metric 

units;
 d). appropriate instruments are selected and used to measure elapsed time;
 e). predictions and inferences are made, and conclusions are drawn based on data from a variety of sources;
 f ). independent and dependent variables are identified;
 g). constants in an experimental situation are identified;
 h). hypotheses are developed as cause and effect relationships;
 i). data are collected, recorded, analyzed, and displayed using bar and basic line graphs;
 j). numerical data that are contradictory or unusual in experimental results are recognized;
 k). data are communicated with simple graphs, pictures, written statements, and numbers;
 l). models are constructed to clarify explanations, demonstrate relationships, and solve needs; and
 m). current applications are used to reinforce science concepts.
4.4: The student will investigate and understand basic plant anatomy and life processes.
4.9: The student will investigate and understand important Virginia natural resources.

Standards of Learning



English

Third Grade
3.1: The student will use effective communication skills in group activities.

Fourth Grade
4.1: The student will use effective oral communication skills in a variety of settings.

Fifth Grade
5.1: The student will listen, draw conclusions, and share responses in subject-related group learning activities.

History and Social Studies

Fourth Grade 
VS.2: The student will demonstrate knowledge of the physical geography and native peoples, past and present, 

of Virginia.
VS.10: The student will demonstrate knowledge of government, geography, and economics.
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